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Learning Objectives

• Ident ify the definit ion and purpose of Task Analysis 

• Understand the correlat ion between Task Analysis and Pre-
Employment  Transit ion Services (Pre-ETS)

• Demonstrate understanding of Task Analysis by complet ing 
individual Task Analysis and reflect ion 
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What is Task Analysis?

The term task analysis can mean different  things in different  

set t ings.  For our purpose, task analysis is a procedure of 

breaking a job down step by step.  The task analysis helps the 

job coach figure out  where and how assistance is needed.      

Adapted from TRN, Inc.
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Materials to Prep

• Access to an online banking account

• Access to an email address

• Access to a dishwasher (or steps to empty and load a 

dishwasher)

• A  list  of typical baby changing items

• A list  of materials needed to make a bed



Task Analysis Purpose

➢ Organizes an act ivity to be learned into manageable steps 
and st rategies for further inst ruct ion from the job coach

➢ Arranges work act ivit ies in order and provides repet it ion
➢ Allows the student  to develop mult i-step, complex skills 

that  are difficult  to learn in other methods
➢ Helps the student  meet  employer expectat ions
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Jen H The Task Analysis provides the platform for the student to learn.  It takes away the assumption that a student with a disability is not able to learn multi step tasks.  The student becomes self sufficient.  If the task analysis is not working, then we need to look at the coaching and environment as the student may not be to blame.  No task is to difficult.	most employers do want & need tasks to be done a certain way Creates a consistent, systematic approach and common language for teaching  Documents progress/level of instructionYou can see “small” improvementsDemonstrates if teaching is effective and where additional support or assistance may be needed Determines where accommodations may be necessary



The Road to Independence

• Evidence Based Pract ice used to teach youth a sequence of tasks or 
steps.

• Job Coach, Teacher, or Trainer analyzes the task
Identifies smaller steps to teach

• Guides youth to learn each step
• Goal: Youth is able to complete task or steps independent ly
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Evidence Based Practice: Evidence Based Predictors are activities, services and supports that occur during the school years that have been identified through research as being associated with higher rates of success as youth enter adulthood. Long term goal-build independence in youthSource: Ohio Employment First



Why Task Analysis

• Can be used to teach a difficult  skill to a learner who 
st ruggles learning it  all at  once.

• Provides consistency to learners
• Can be tailored to suit  the needs of the learner (make 

it  fit  the environment)
• Can be team based and include all adults who support  

students.
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Types of Task Analysis 

• Backwards Chaining
• Forwards Chaining
• Total Task Chaining
• Prompt ing
• When Determining Consider:

Nature of the Task
Youth Baseline Performance
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Backwards Chaining – the teacher/trainer completes all the steps or skills identified in the task analysis except for the final step in the chain. When the youth accurately performs the final step or skill in the chain, reinforcement is delivered and the next-to-last step or skill is introduced. • Forward Chaining – Steps or skills identified in a task analysis are taught in their naturally occurring order. Initially, reinforcement is delivered when the youth accurately completes the first step or skill in the sequence. Then the next time the skill is taught, the second step becomes the one that is reinforced. • Total Task Chaining - a variation of forward chaining in which the learner receives instruction and reinforcement on each step of the task each time it is being taught. Sometimes referred to as concurrent training. • Prompting is also used in conjunction with chaining to teach the individual skills • In determining which chaining strategy to use, consider the nature of the task and the youth’s baseline performance. For example, if a task has a strong natural reinforcer at the end (e.g., cooking a preferred meal), than using backward chaining would capitalize on the natural reinforcer (eating the meal). On the other hand, if a youth at baseline is most successful with the first few steps of a task analysis, perhaps forward chaining would most likely result in higher success and motivation.Citation: Ohio Employment First



Task Analysis & Pre-Employment Transition 
Services (Pre-ETS)

• We know Task Analysis has a 
direct correlation to Job 
Coaching and supporting 
students in Work-Based 
Learning Experiences

• BUT...Task Analysis is also tied 
to other Pre-Employment 
Transition Services (Pre-ETS)
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Pre-ETS 
Connect io

ns...

1. Elect ive Art  Class - The class is working on a pot tery unit .
a. Utilize Task Analysis (video, pictures, etc.) to help break down 

complex procedures of pottery and various art  projects.
b. Procedural Thinking Skills can be applied to various Pre-ETS

2. Independent  Living Skills for home - Grocery Shopping
a. Preparat ion of shopping list
b. Shopping at the store

3. How to safely use public t ransportat ion
a. Taxi/Uber or Bus System
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Amanda - Let’s take a minute to talk about some examples of other activities or tasks that can be taught through Task Analysis.  Take yourself into an art classroom for a moment, where something like pottery, will be the activity over the next several weeks.  This requires the student(s) to have procedural thinking skills, which are critical in everyday life. Task analysis through video modeling may be an effective strategy that school staff can implement to help students break down complex procedures in art projects, such as pottery.The second example is grocery shopping. This falls under Independent Living Skills at home within the Pre-Employment Transition Services (Pre-ETS), and can consist of activities such as preparing the shopping list, taking inventory, shopping at the store, paying at the store, and putting groceries away. Each of these could have their own task analysis and procedures to help break down the processes into manageable steps.Lastly, think of using public transportation, whether that is in a rural, urban or suburban setting. Each of you know how that affects your students differently and the transportation barriers that they may face. How could task analysis be utilized to help students find and ride a taxi or uber, or utilize the public bus system?These are just some examples of Task Analysis’ that could be completed with students that are outside of Work Based Learning experiences, but well within Pre-Employment Transition Services that students may need to grow their transition skills and independence.



3 Task Analysis Tips

➢Record small steps
➢Be accurate in your recording
➢Do not  take any step for granted
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Amanda - When completing a Task analysis take small steps, record steps in order.  This allows the student to focus on one step at a time when learning the task and for the job coach to focus on the challenges of the job and how they can be accomodated.Tasks must be either doable by the student or accommodated. Having an understanding of all the steps involved for a particular task can assist in identifying any steps that may need extra instruction and will help teach the task in a logical progression.   A task analysis is developed using one of three methods.  First, competent individuals who have demonstrated expertise can be observed and steps documented.   A second method is to consult experts in performing the required task.  And finally, those who are teaching the skill can perform the task themselves and document steps.



Discussion Points for a Team
• Are task analyses of the act ivity/ task being taught  completed and then used to 

ident ify where the youth may need targeted support , intervent ion, or inst ruct ion? 

• Is every step needed to complete the task or perform the skill included in the 

chaining sequence (even those that  are small, rout ine or presumed to be mastered)? 

• Do the chaining st rategies selected match the youth’s way of learning and following 

direct ion (and not  selected or used based on teacher/provider preference)?
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There are teams that support students-in order to structure strong task analysis procedures, a discussion with the team who supports the student can increase successTeam members to include: Teachers, families, paras, student, and employer?



Let ’s “Breakout” and talk about  Task Analysis
• 5 Breakout  Groups - Facilitated by a TIG Coordinator, will review an 

act ivity/ task 
(Individually and as a Group - develop Task Analysis for identified 

act ivity/ task)
• Have a group conversat ion about  the guided discussion quest ions
• TIG Coordinator will do a brief 3 minute “share out ” of the group’s Task 

Analysis and discussion responses
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Coming Back Together...Let ’s Talk about  It

a) Share out  on the Task Analysis steps of act ivity for your group
b) How did the group come together to develop the task analysis?  
c) 1 or 2 ident ified barriers to developing the task analysis and how 
those could be overcome?
d) How will task analysis be ut ilized with the students they work with?
e) What  possible Pre-Employment  Transit ion Services (Pre-ETS) area(s)   
were ident ified for different  Task Analysis?
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Thank You!
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